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Abstract
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Seven percent of the national four year college population is involved in Greek
Life (Microsoft Encarta Online Encyclopedia, 2008,

~5)

with over sixty percent on some

campuses (Finkel, 201 0). An often unexamined aspect of collegiate learning pertaining
to this context is students' spiritual development, yet this is a vital part of a student's life
throughout college and critical to whole student learning (Love & Talbot, 2005).
Students report a high level of interest in spiritual activities while struggling with
existential questions on a regular basis (Higher Education Research Institute, 2003).
Most social fraternities and sororities embrace Christian ideals, making the spiritual
development of non-Christian students involved in Greek Life a unique challenge.
Focusing on the spiritual development of Jewish students within these social
organizations is important because until the mid-twentieth century, there were restrictive
membership clauses barring Jewish students from becoming active members of multiple
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fraternities and sororities founded on Christian ideals (Callais, 2002). The purpose of this
study was to examine the unique dichotomy created by students who do not participate in
the systemic religious views of a majority of Greek Life organizations; specifically
focusing on students of Jewish faith in primarily Christian based Greek letter
organizations. The students interviewed show a richness of experiences and information
finding that Jewish students (1) identification as spiritually or culturally Jewish defines
college experiences, (2) find sanctuary and community with other Jewish students and in
groups such as Hillel, (3) who interact with faculty and staff that identify with their
heritage feel a sense of belonging on campus, (4) struggle with campus dining practices,
(5) face academic penalties due to practice of faith traditions, (6) did not feel welcome or
comfortable at the local places of worship, and (7) in Greek letter organizations felt
· excluded or challenged because of the founding ideals.
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CHAPTER 1: THE PROBLEM
Each year thousands of young women and men enter college campuses across
America. These students struggle with a number of issues as they develop and grow
during their time in college. A major issue facing these students pertains to their grasp of
their own spirituality. In an effort to acclimate to the campus culture, some students
choose to become members of Greek letter sororities and fraternities. The appeal of
friendship, sisterhood or brotherhood, and loyalty entice membership of these
individuals. The purpose of this study is to explore the unique dichotomy created by
students who do not participate in the predominant religious views of these organizations;
specifically focusing on students of Jewish faith in primarily Christian based Greek letter
organizations.
Statement of the Problem
Seven percent of the national four year college population is involved in Greek
Life (Microsoft Encarta Online Encyclopedia, 2008,

~5)

with some universities having

over sixty percent of their undergraduate student population participating in social
fraternities and sororities (Finkel, 201 0). Thus, the impact of Greek Life on the student
development of a significant portion of the college population should be investigated. An
often unexamined aspect of collegiate learning pertaining to this context is students'
spiritual development, yet this is a vital part of a student's life throughout college and
_ _ _ __.c_riticaL1o__whol_e_Studentleaming_(Loxe_&Jalhot,_20D5~.---------------1

Students report a high level of interest in spiritual activities while struggling with
existential questions on a regular basis (Higher Education Research Institute, 2003).
Most social fraternities and sororities embrace Christian ideals, making the spiritual
development of non-Christian students involved in Greek Life a unique challenge.
Focusing on the spiritual development of Jewish students within these social
organizations is important because until the mid-twentieth century, there were restrictive
membership clauses barring Jewish students from becoming active members of multiple
fraternities and sororities founded on Christian ideals (Callais, 2002).
Additionally, Jews have faced persecution, specifically in World War II, that is
still displayed through bias related incidents on college campuses. In November 2009,
students at the University of California, Santa Cruz displayed two Nazis flags from
apartment windows causing alarm from holocaust survivors and dialogue about diversity
on campus to occur (Bookwalter, 2009). Throughout March 2010 students on University
of California, Davis's campus found swastikas, a symbol used by the Nazis, carved into
bulletin boards and spray painted on walls (Rosenhall, 2010). These events lead to the
University of California President, Mark Yudof, publically condemn the hate crimes and
calling for a change in policy to support diversity on campus (Hindery, 2010). Through
the consistency of hate crimes and bias events, such as those seen in the University of
California system, Jewish students face discrimination in addition to spiritual
development challenges.
Purpose of the Thesis
This project examines the identity development of individuals involved in Greek
Life who follow a religious affiliation that is different from the majority and systemic
2

culture, specifically Judaism. The study seeks to find how this identification affects a
student's college experience. The overarching question sought to be answered is: "How
do individuals involved in Greek Life, that are of Jewish faith, develop throughout
college in historically Christian based organizations?"
Significance of the Study
Currently, the quality and quantity of research on the spiritual development of
college students is limited with even fewer studies that focus on how spiritual
development occurs within the context of Greek Life (Callais, 2002). Not surprisingly,
research on spiritual development of religious minorities such as students of Jewish,
Islamic, or other non-Christian faiths is even more limited compared to the studies
exploring general spiritual development in Greek Life. Typically, there are only
newspaper articles examining the spiritual development of non-Christian students who
participate in Greek Life. This dearth of literature and research suggests the need for an
exploration of the experience of these students to assess the impact of Greek Life on
student outcomes relative to spiritual development and growth.
As noted previously, seven percent of the national four-year college population is
involved in Greek letter organizations and spiritual development is a vital part of a
student's life throughout college; thus, this study will address an under-represented group
within a predominantly Christian-based system.
This study will hopefully identify phenomena that are impacting underrepresented students within the Greek Life organizations on college campuses.
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An additional goal of the study is to provide recommendations for Student Affairs

professionals for their interactions with Jewish students in Greek Life and Greek Life
organizations containing Jewish students. Jewish students in a fraternity or sorority may
be struggling with conflicts between their cultural and religious identification and that of
the Greek Life organization. Jewish students may need additional understanding and
assistance with relations with professors and internally in their Greek Life organizations.
Sororities and fraternities may also need encouragement to be more forthcoming about
their religious expectations and tendencies and/or more inclusive within their rituals,
activities, and organizations.
Definition of Terms
The following section presents definitions of key terms used throughout the study.
An understanding of these terms leads to clarity and understanding of some of the main
points ofthe study.

Spirituality: Defined by Benson, Roehlkepartain, and Rude (2003) as the developmental
process of an individual growing an essential capacity for something greater than oneself.
The development occurs through connectedness, meaning, purpose, and contribution.
This can occur inside or outside of religious traditions, beliefs, and practices.

Religion: Defined by Koenig, McCullough, and Larson (200 1) as an organized system of
beliefs, practices, rituals, and symbols that are used to facilitate closeness to the sacred
and cultivate an understanding of an individual's connection and accountability to others
within a community.
4

Judaism: Defined by Encyclopredia Britannica (2010) as one of the three great world
religions. Judaism began in ancient Hebrews and is based on the Hebrew Bible also
known as the Torah. The basic belief of that faith is that they are God's chosen people.

Hillel: Defined by the national organization's webpage as a Jewish organization with the
goal of"enrich[ing] the lives of Jewish undergraduate and graduate students so that they
may enrich the Jewish people and the world" (Hillel: The Foundation for Jewish Campus
Life, 2005).

Kosher: Defined by Encyclopredia Britannica (20 10) as the way in which food is
examined for the ingredients used to make the food, the process by which the food is
prepared, and the inspection of the facilities used to make the food in accordance with
Jewish dietary law.

Yom Kippur: Defined by Encyclopredia Britannica (2010) as the most solemn Jewish
religious holiday. It is a time for Jews to seek repentance for their sins and attempt to
receive reconciliation before Rosh Hashanah.

Rosh Hashanah: Defined by Encyclopredia Britannica (2010) as the start of the Jewish
New Year. It is also known as the annual Day of Judgment for individuals ofthe Jewish
faith to examine their relationship with God.

5

Social Fraternity or Sorority: Also referred to here as Greek letter organizations; all
though there are many definitions, for this study a social fraternity or sorority will be
defined as a group whose primary purpose does not focus on a particular profession or
discipline. These organizations traditionally stand on the values of character
development, leadership, sisterhood or brotherhood, scholarship, and philanthropy.

National Panhellenic Conference (NPC): NPC is the governing organization for twentysix of the women's national and international fraternities and sororities.

North-American Interfraternity Conference (NIC): NIC is the federation of men's national
and international fraternities. The NIC stands for excellence in scholarship and believes
it has a role in the moral and spiritual development of each member (Robson, 1977).

This chapter focuses on the importance of exploring the relationship between
Greek letter organizations and the members of these organizations that are Jewish. This
chapter alerts readers to the fact that there is little research available addressing the
current relationship between these two identities and examination of the development of
Jewish students in Greek Life is vital. Additionally, this chapter includes terms that are
critical to a basic understanding ofthe study. The following chapter will summarizes
current literature and acquaints readers with existing trends in general undergraduate
student and spiritual development for all students as well as Jewish students and, more
specifically Greek letter students specifically.
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CHAPTER II: LITERATURE REVIEW
This chapter will elaborate on the current literature available, divided into the
following sections: student development, spiritual development, undergraduate student
spiritual development, outcomes of previous research, Jewish student spiritual
development, and spiritual development in Greek Life. Each topic corresponds to a
crucial part of the development of a Jewish student involved in a Greek letter
organization, focusing on the essence of the individual's development. The intent of this
literature review is to provide a thorough look into current theories and research findings
as well as examine the gaps in the limited research on the experience of Jewish students
in Greek Life. Judaism, which can also refer to a cultural or ethnic identification, is used
in this study as a reference to the spiritual aspect of the faith tradition. Currently, studies
can be found that individually examine the spiritual development of college, Jewish, and
Greek Life students (Love & Talbot, 2005; Parks, 2005; Higher Education Research
Institute, 2003; Birkner, 2008).
Despite being a controversial topic, a critical reason for including spirituality in
the discourse of the student affairs profession is the need for holistic student development
(Love & Talbot, 2005). Another reason to address spiritual development in college is its
relationship to multiple professions and disciplines in which students participate.
Psychology, health, social work, counseling, nursing, and teaching are all professions in
_ _ _ __ILwhidupirituality__is__signiflcantly_and closely_Lelated_(Lmr_e_&_Ialhot,__2D_Q5_)._ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Given that college prepares students for the aforementioned careers this
demonstrates a need for spiritual conversations in academe (Daymont & Andrisani,
1984). An increased desire for spiritual quests and fulfillment currently exist among
college students as evidenced by an increasing focus on community service, service
learning, and servant-leadership (Love & Talbot, 2005).
Love and Talbot (2005) explore the issue of spirituality on campus in more depth.
"Spirituality and spiritual development have been conspicuously absent from student
development theories and ignored by many student affairs professionals" {Love & Talbot,
2005, p. 153). One reason that there is a reluctance to discuss spirituality is its
association with religion. Religion is often an uncomfortable topic to discuss in society
and on college campuses, stemming in part from the constitutional directive for
"separation of church and state" (Audi, 1989). Additionally, religion can often cause
controversy between individuals of varying beliefs (Jurinski, 2004).
A void is created when college administrators do not include spirituality as part of
a student's holistic development. With religious studies programs and campus ministry
offices being among the few locations in which students can explore their spirituality, it
is no wonder that "college students often experience a period of displacement, confusion,
and discomfort as they develop cognitively and emotionally" (Love & Talbot, 2005, p.
154). This can cause students to participate in "absolute" religious groups; groups that,
as defined by Parks (2005), believe in extremes, not moderation. These groups see the
world as being "black or white."
Love and Talbot (2005) believe that there are five ways in which spiritual
development occurs. First, spiritual development involves a process of seeking personal
8

authenticity, genuineness, and wholeness and no longer having a fragmented view of the
world, but creating coherent values and beliefs. Second, spiritual development involves
the process of continually going beyond one's limits by growing through challenges that
lead in the direction of self-transcendence. Transcendence is important to encourage an
understanding that there is a world greater than the individual. Third, spiritual
development involves connecting with one's self and others by building relationships
through participation in community. Spirituality is "rooted in connectedness,
relationship, communion, and community with the spirit and the sense of spirit that often
exists in true communities" (Love & Talbot, 2005, p. 156). Fourth, spiritual development
involves deriving meaning, purpose, and direction for an individual's life. Finally,
spiritual development involves an increased openness to explore a relationship with an
indefinable and all-encompassing power or essence that exists outside human existence.
The way in which spiritual development occurs leads to key implications for
student affairs professionals starting with self reflection of their own spiritual
development (Love & Talbot, 2005). The way an individual derives meaning, purpose,
and direction in their lives, affects interactions with students. Understanding self is
critical before student affairs professions can assist students in their spiritual
development. "Student affairs professionals must be open to issues of spiritual
development in students" (Love & Talbot, 2005, p. 159), going beyond religion to find
the issues students are facing.
Student Development
Holistic student development is a prominent issue in the field of higher education
(American Cound for Education, 1937; 1949). Many colleges, universities, and
9

professional organizations around the world have made commitments to encouraging and
, supporting the complete development of students during their collegiate lives. Much of
their work is founded on some of the basic principles of Student Development. These
theories focus on key aspects of development such as integrity, relationship and self
management, and a sense of identity. Chickering's Seven Vectors ofDevelopment
(2005); Benson, Roehlkepartain, and Rude's (2003) model of Spiritual Development in
Childhood and Adolescence; Love and Talbot's (2005) definition of spiritual
development; and Parks' (2005) journey toward mature adult faith model are used in this
study given that they provide crucial information on whole person development and also
focus on spirituality in ways that are meaningful and relevant to the research. Spiritual
development is considered key in achieving whole student development due to the fact it
plays a crucial role in the development of integrity and self identity.
According to Arthur Chickering's Seven Vectors of Development, "Development
of identity is the process of discovering with what kinds of experience, at what levels of
intensity and frequency, we resonate in satisfying, in safe, or in self destructive fashion"
(Chickering & Reisser, 2005, p. 187). In addition per Chickering, major components of
this development of identity stem from levels of comfort with one's sexual orientation,
role in society, life style, and personal stability. All of these factors can be greatly
impacted by one's spiritual and religious beliefs.
Spiritual Development
"A fundamental challenge in making the case for spiritual development as a core
to human development process is definitional" (Benson, Roehlkepartain, & Rude, 2003,
p. 205). Researchers are continuing to refine the definition of spirituality, yet Benson,
10

Roehlkepartain, and Rude have provided the following working definition:
Spiritual development is the process of growing the intrinsic human
capacity for self-transcendence, in which the self is embedded in
something greater than the self, including the sacred. It is the
developmental "engine" that propels the search for connectedness,
meaning, purpose, and contribution. It is shaped both within and
outside of religious traditions, beliefs, and practices. (p. 205-206)
This definition removes the notion that church and/or unifying beliefs are
required for an individual to be spiritual, which previously was included in
the original working definition of spirituality. Furthermore, this current
definition allows for students to be spiritual without needing to participate in
a religious organization.
To understand spiritual development, it is critical to consider the influence of
religion and the definition used to define and distinguish religion from spirituality.
Koenig, McCullough, and Larson (200 1) have defined religion as:
an organized system of beliefs, practices, rituals, and symbols
designed (a) to facilitate closeness to the sacred or transcendent
(God, higher power, or ultimate truth/reality) and (b) to foster an
understanding of one's relationship and responsibility to others in
living together in community. (p. 18)
Reich's (1996) examination of spirituality and religion identified four potential stages in
describing an individual's connection between religion and spirituality. He first suggests
that religion and spirituality can be synonymous, fused, or equal in value to the
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individual. The second stage proposes that either religion or spirituality is a subdomain
of the other, causing an overlay. Thirdly, Reich suggests that religion and spirituality are
completely separate with no overlapping commonalities to the individual. Finally, he
finds that religion and spirituality are distinct, but have common characteristics. Reich
shows that research needs to focus on spirituality. Benson, Roehlkepartain, and Rude
(2003) believe that the overlap of spirituality and religion should be a key area of focus,
especially in youth given that the religious beliefs of parents, family, or other authority
figures are usually the first exposure an individual has to spirituality. As an individual
grows, the formation of spirituality allows a separation from the initial religious views to
which they were exposed. However, the fundamental tenants of religious tradition
provide the basis of an individual's views of the world and morals as a result of this
initial religious exposure.
Additionally, Benson, Roehlkepartain, and Rude (2003) found that religious
values lead to a combination of positive and negative outcomes for adolescents,
especially when choices regarding religious views are based on parental pressure.
Religiosity is positively associated with positive life attitudes, satisfaction, and hope for
the future, altruism and service, resiliency and coping, school success, physical health,
and positive identity formation. Negative behaviors associated with religiosity are
depression, danger-seeking behaviors, casual sexual activity at a young age, and alcohol
use.
College Student Spiritual Development
Student spiritual development is slowly becoming a topic of discussion and focus
on many college campuses. Parks (2005) has created a model to explam the progression
12

of spiritual development for individuals. This model promotes dialogue surrounding
issues of holistic education, starting conversations about the need for student affairs
professionals to focus on students' spiritual development (Love & Talbot, 2005). The
Higher Education Research Institute (2003) solidified the needs for focusing on student
spiritual development by reporting that spirituality is a core value of a student's collegiate
experience, especially due to the fact that a majority of students report a desire and
interest in spiritual involvement.
Parks' (2005) model is based on her research of individuals of all ages to explain
the progression of spiritual development during college life. Although Parks uses
Christian terms in her model, she argues that the model can be used by all spiritual and
religious individuals. The model is divided into four dimensions: cognition, dependence,
community, and faith. An individual can be at a different stage of development within a
dimension throughout one's life with the possibility of progressing or digressing through
these stages as needed.
"Form of cognition" refers to the thought process or knowledge a student has in
relation to spirituality (Parks, 2005). Transitions occur throughout one's cognitive
recognition of spirituality. The most basic form of cognition is defined as authoritybased and dualistic, an individual's knowledge coming from a religious authority,
whether it is a person, group, or form of media. Authority determines truth in this stage.
The second phase of cognition is defined as unqualified relativism or the realization that
all knowledge is conditioned by the context or relation in where it is comprised (i.e.,
unqualified relativism). The third phase is a commitment to relativism, or taking
conscious responsibility for self-knowledge. The last phase of cognition is convictional
13

commitment meaning the conscious taking of responsibility for self-knowledge.
Following the forming of cognition is the forming of dependence.
"Form of dependence" defines the type of relationship an individual has with his
or her faith (Parks, 2005). Instead of focusing on the thoughts an individual has towards
spirituality, "form of dependence" focuses on what a person thinks. The most basic
"form of dependence" is defined as reliance, "a person's sense of the world is dependent
upon an uncritically assumed authority[ ... ] outside the self' (Parks, p. 144). Following
dependence is counter dependence, the phase where an individual has a yearning to
discover, explore, and test truth for one's self. The third phase is inner-dependence,
when an individual feels as though he or she knows enough to include himself or herself
as an authority. The final "form of dependence" is the interdependence phase which is a
new awareness of the depth and commonness of the interrelatedness of all people.
Following the "form of dependence" stage, Parks examines the "form of community"
stage.
"Form of community" inspects the network in which an individual belongs given
that life is dependent on relationships (Parks, 2005). This stage moves along a continuum
that ranges from a conventional to a diffuse community and from a self-selected class or
group to a community open to "others." Conventional communities conform to class
norms or are created by location or circumstances of birth. Diffuse communities occur
when an individual has an encounter with an "other," expanding his or her social norms,
and creating a new environment. An "other" is defined as an individual that is different
from one's self either by their biology or views and beliefs. A self-selected group "not
only confirms the individual's new world of meaning that is composed on the other side
14

of critical awareness, it also confirms a particular form of meaning" (Parks, p. 149-150).
Open to "others" describes a community in which individuals have encountered
individuals from other social norms and have come to the realization that all views are
vital and important. Following "form of community," Parks looks at "form of faith."
"Form of faith" discusses transitions in the type ofbeliefs an individual has by using Old
Testament terms as a model for comparison (Parks, 2005). The most basic "form of
faith" is paralleled to Egypt where God is considered the parent figure and individuals
following the faith are those in bondage. The next stage is described as wilderness, far
from the country, paralleling with Moses helped the Israelites escape slavery in Egypt.
The next stage describes the spirit being within an individual, corresponding to Moses
receiving the Ten Commandments and individuals needing to make their own choice to
follow the provided guidelines. The final stage is considered the "promise land" where
many members are present in one body, similar to when the Israelites finally made it to
the promise land. Table 1 provides a summary of the model provided by Parks.

Table 1: Parks' Stages of Spiritual Development
Form of
Cognition

Authority-bound
dualistic

Form of
Dependence
Dependence
Form of
Conventional
Community
Form of
Faith

Egypt
God as Parent

Unqualified
relativism

Commitment in
relativism

Counter
dependent

Innerdependent
Self-selected
class or group

Diffuse
Wilderness
The Far
Country

(Parks, 2005, p. 151)
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Spirit Within

Convictional
commitment
Inter-dependent
Open to
"others"
Promised Land
Many
members, one
body

Outcomes of Previous Research
Although limited research has been compiled on specific college student spiritual
development, a major study was released in 2003 by the Higher Education Research
Institute at the University of California, Los Angeles, which examined spirituality as a
core value of all college students. The study was designed to enhance practitioners
understanding of college students' perception and role of spirituality. A focus on
effective programs used by colleges and universities to examine spirituality was also
examined. Researchers focused on both internal and external causes of spiritual
development. More than 112,000 first-year students participated in the study from 236
colleges and universities. Students responded to a six-page survey with questions related
to their background, aspirations, values, and beliefs. The questionnaire results yielded
twelve dimensions or measures of spirituality. The study reveals that "today's college
students have very high levels of spiritual interest and involvement" (Higher Education
Research Institute, p. 2), with freshman reporting expectations that colleges will
participate in their spiritual development.
Focusing on spiritual search and religious engagement, the study determines that
eight in ten students have attended a church service within the past year and two-thirds of
students pray on a regular basis. "Almost eight students in ten believe in God, with more
than half perceiving God as 'love' or as the 'creator,' and about half experiencing God as
a 'protector"' (Higher Education Research Institute, p. 3). More than two-thirds of
students report finding strength, support, and guidance from their spiritual beliefs.
Nearly half of students say they regularly feel loved by God.
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The next area of attention in the study is political attitudes and orientation.
Students who show high levels of religious engagement, defined as active participation in
a religious organization, report conservative political views (Higher Education Research
Institute, 2003). Conservatives outnumber liberals by three to one. In reports of
charitable involvement or compassionate self-concept, liberals and conservatives are
equal. "However, liberals substantially outnumber conservatives among those with high
scores on Ethic of Caring (2 to 1) and Ecumenical Worldview (3 to 1)" (Higher
Education Research Institute, p. 4). Issues such as abortion, legalization of marijuana,
participation in premarital sex, and same-sex relationships cause diverse responses
especially among students who are at spiritual extremes. Students, who are highly
engaged religiously, compared to less religiously-engaged classmates, are less likely to
support legal abortion, engage in casual sex, condone same-sex couples, or support the
legalization of marijuana. Highly spiritual students usually take conservative positions
on issues such as military spending and taxation. Highly religious students have
traditionally liberal perspectives for affirmative action and commonly oppose the death
penalty.
Additionally, these students have greater involvement in limiting bias speech as well as
support and actively pursue a ban of extreme speakers.
The Higher Education Research Institute (2005) further examined spirituality,
religiousness, and well-being, not only physically, but in relationship relative to
psychological health. Although highly spiritual students are not immune to psychological
issues, they are less likely to exhibit negative psychological problems due to the fact that
they are able to find meaning and report being at peace during a time of crisis. There is a
17

negative correlation between spirituality and psychological distress given that spirituality
allows for coping mechanisms during times of hardship (Higher Education Research
Institute, 2005). This also manifests in the participation in charities and exhibit ethical
caring during times of crisis. Highly spiritual and religious students are more likely to
abstain from alcohol and cigarettes and maintain a healthy diet than their peers, even
reporting to have above average physical health in comparison to their peers.
Conversely, students reporting to be in a spiritual struggle are more likely to consume
alcohol, smoke cigarettes, stay up all night, and miss school.
Lastly, the research discusses religious preference. Students reported religious
preferences that were classified into nineteen different groups. "The highest percentage
of entering freshmen is Roman Catholic (28%), followed by mainline Protestant faiths
(17%), 'None' (17%), Baptist (13%), and 'other Christian' (11 %)"(Higher Education
Research Institute, 2003, p. 5). One-fourth of students would consider themselves bornagain Christians. The remaining religious preferences are characterized into two clearcut groups. The first group is categorized as strongly spiritual and conservative,
expressing little skepticism religiously. The main religious groups associated with the
spiritual and conservative group are Mormons, 7th Day Adventists, Baptists, and "other
Christians." The second group is categorized for their low scores on religiousness, but
high scores on religious skepticism, ethical caring, and involvement in charities. The
second group contains Unitarians, Buddhists, Hindus, Episcopalians, Eastern Orthodox,
and Jewish students (Higher Education Research Institute, 2003). Highest scores on five
of the twelve measures were seen in students who identified as Mormons in contrast with
students with no identified religious preference. Unitarians have a distinctive pattern,
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earning high scores on spirituality and ethical caring, but having low scores on
commitment and engagement to their religion. Baptists and "other Christians" tend to
score identically high on commitment and engagement to their religion with high
conservatism, spirituality, and equanimity. Roman Catholics score below average on
commitment and engagement to their religion while being religiously conservative and
skeptical.
Combining the information from the aforementioned study by the Higher
Education Research Institute (2003) and two studies conducted by Kuh and Gonyea
(2005) and Dyment, Austad, and Weidman (2005), it is important to improve on-campus
involvement in spiritual activities in order to lead to greater spiritual development. The
need for spiritual organizations and safe spaces on campuses is required essential to
assure student spiritual development. The more supportive a campus is of spirituality and
religion, the more likely the students are to participate in spiritual activities leading to
informed decisions involving, for example, appropriate dress, piercing and tattoos, clubs,
fraternities and sororities, social groups, alcohol and drugs, and sexuality (Dyment,
Austad, & Weidman, 2005). Students who are closely affiliated with their religion have
more conservative views on the aforementioned. The Kuh and Gonyea study determined
that there are no adverse impacts on academics as a result of student spiritual
involvement. Thus, in a whole student's overall development, it can be concluded that
spiritual activities on campus have a net positive impact.
Additionally, Miller (2006) critically examines colleges as a unique place where
differing religious, spiritual, and political views/opinions collide to create a unique
climate. A common collision of views occurs when faculty desire wide ranging academic
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freedom on a campus with a religious affiliation. This conflict can cause confusion in the
spiritual development of students. Miller suggests that embracing both scholarship and
religious exploration is crucial. Allowing students to explore views of authorities that
differ from their own views and those of the university creates diversity in the population.
However, a commitment to a diverse population paired with a statement of faith
can cause a contradiction, limiting access and religious diversity (Miller, 2006).
Differences should be considered a value to the university instead of a hindrance.
Abolishing statements of faith and creating a campus of religious inclusion can assist in
spiritual development of the campus as a whole.
Jewish Student Spiritual Development
Specifically focusing on the spiritual development of Jewish college students
requires a general examination of Jewish history. Koloko (2003) concluded that the
persecution of Jewish people in the early twentieth century with events such as the
Holocaust have caused Jewish students today to desire a sense of belonging on campuses.
Koloko focuses on the idea that supportive environments are vital to any group's
cohesion. Jewish traditions are not visible on most campuses causing Jewish students to
feel less comfortable. Koloko encourages Student Affairs practitioners to join with
Jewish students to create inclusive campus environments.
In addition to Koloko's study, the Higher Education Research Institute (2003)
separated spiritual findings into religious sects. Jewish students' experiences at college
are similar to Unitarians and Buddhists except Jewish students' scores are less extreme.
The study found that Jewish students "earn above average scores on Ecumenical
Worlavtew, EtliicofCaring, and especiaily Rehgwus Skepticism, and below average
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scores on Religious Commitment, Religious Engagement, and Religious/Social
Conservatism" (Higher Education Research Institute, p. 21 ). This shows that, for
whatever reasons, Jewish students are less spiritually oriented than their peers; only nine
percent had high spirituality scores. Jewish students have average scores in relation to
involvement in charities. Therefore, Jewish students do not express themselves
religiously and are in need of ways to improve their sense of belonging and spiritual
growth.
Spiritual Development in Greek Life
Looking particularly at spiritual development in Greek Life, there is a scarcity of
research and articles. Most published research focuses on racial, rather than religious,
diversity in Greek Life. Birkner (2008) discussed Greek letter organizations founded on
Jewish beliefs that have assisted students with their struggles and have successfully
meshed the student's religious affiliation with a Greek letter organization. This meshing
of Greek Life and Judaism was achieved through participation in religious events, such as
b'nai mitzvah festivities. With these events, students became aware of, or increased their
awareness of, Jewish traditions.
Birkner further emphasizes the importance of Jewish students having a visible
community on their respective campuses.
Klein (1999), a student writer at the University of Southern California, focused on
the disconnect between the diversity of the overall campus and Greek Life. Klein defined
diversity racially, socially, and religiously. Klein interviewed students of various
religions regarding their desire to join Greek Life. For students who were members of
Greek--riTe, sfie asl<ecraoout their expenences m their organizations. Klein's article
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describes one Jewish student, in particular, who was able to maintain his faith through
outside organizations, such as Hillel and his local synagogue, hereby allowing him to join
a historically, predominantly Asian house. A majority of the students interviewed,
regardless of their religious background, felt that it was difficult to express and maintain
their spirituality within the Greek Life system.
A dissertation by Callais (2002) on sorority rituals found that women's beliefs and
values were transformed through participation in a sorority. "Two primary components
framed the participants' feelings about the ritual ceremony and their beliefs and values:
(a) previous beliefs and (b) religious beliefs" (Callais, p. 113). Several participants
valued the ritual ceremony because it was similar to their religious ceremonies and often
included aspects of their own faith tradition in the ceremony. A distinguishing
characteristic that surfaced was that the participants joined sororities with an
understanding that the system had established values, but none expected a sorority to
provide a value system. Women did not expect that membership in a Greek letter
organization would change their beliefs or values, but ended up reporting that their values
had changed. Most women sought membership in like-minded groups with similar value
systems although reinforcement of their beliefs was not a critical aspect in joining a
particular Greek letter organization.
When participants indicated similarities between sorority ritual and their religious
ceremony, these similarities were found to be based on a value judgment (Callais, p.
2002). "Sacred" and "spiritual" descriptors were used by women who attended church
services, using an analogy of a Catholic mass as solemn, contemplative, and formal. The
atmosphere, whiCli normally includes candles, singing, and recitation, evoked thoughts of
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Christian religious ceremonies for members. Sorority women who did not participate in a
dominant religious faith's traditions did not compare these sorority rituals to their faith's
tradition. Callais also argues that "the very nature of the ritual in a ceremonial context
invoked association with religious ceremonies, even if they did not see themselves as
"religious" or "spiritual" women" (p. 115).
Spiritual aspects of ritual in fraternities and sororities paired with the formation of
Greek letter organization on religious ideals, normally Christian, leads to spiritual
development within these groups. However, attention needs to be paid to individuals that
do not participate in the predominant religion of the group in order to ensure that they can
relate to and feel comfortable within the group.
Synthesis of Literature
Although these articles provide a limited understanding of the spiritual
development of college, Jewish, and Greek Life students, they do concretely show that
college students are spiritually curious and that strong ties to their religious affiliations
are beneficial. Having a connection to a religious group causes students to make
healthier decisions in college. Further research needs to be conducted to facilitate a
better understanding of Jewish students within the context of Greek Life. This research
would provide additional insight into student spiritual development and will fill a void in
the current research.
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CHAPTER III: METHODOLOGY
The purpose of this research study is to gain insight into the identity of students
who do not participate in the systemic religious views of these organizations; specifically
focusing on students of Jewish faith in primarily Christian-based Greek letter
organizations. With the above literature and research in mind, combined with the fact
that Jewish students in Greek Life are an under-represented student population, this
project examines how individuals involved in Greek Life who associate with a religious
affiliation that is different from the majority and systemic culture, specifically Jewish,
develop spiritually through their college experience. Specifically, the overarching
question sought to be answered is:
"How do individuals involved in Greek Life, with a Jewish religious affiliation that
differ from the systemic Greek Life culture, develop throughout college?"
The hypothesis of this study would confirm that there would be an overall sense that
students that are not part of the systemic culture, specifically Jewish, have a unique set of
struggles within the Greek Life setting.
Data Collection
The purpose of this study is aimed to discover the experience of college students
of Jewish faith involved in Greek letter organizations. The study investigates individual
student's perceptions of their experience on three college campuses in the Western
United States which are known for their_residentiaLcommunities~------------24

Institutions
Institutions will be defined by crucial characteristics, such as size and religious
affiliation, and names of institutions will not be provided. The characteristics of the
universities are as follows:

Institution One
Institution One is a small, private university consisting of approximately 6,000
students from all over the United States and approximately 50 other countries. The main
campus is located in Northern California. The university is a historically affiliated
Methodist institution. The campus offers the services of a multi-faith chapel and a fulltime multi-faith Chaplin on staff.
Eighteen percent of the students are involved in a social Greek organization. The
campus has four sorority chapters that are part of the NPC. The campus has four
fraternity chapters that are associated with the NIC. This campus has on-campus houses
for all eight NPC and NIC chapters in which members can live and hold sorority and
fraternity events.

Institution Two
Institution Two is a large public university that is a member of the Pac 10. The
student population consists of approximately 37,000 students from all over the United
States and the world. The campus is located in Arizona and has no religious affiliation.
However, it has a center on campus for religious practices which includes a Rabbi.
The NPC community consists of fourteen social sororities. Twenty-one percent
of the college population is Greek on this campus with approximately eleven percent of
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females in sororities. The NPC chapters have off-campus houses for conducting rituals
and living. There are no on-campus sorority or fraternity houses.
Institution Three

Institution Three is a small, private Catholic university. The student population
consists of approximately 9,000 students from all over the United States and
approximately 50 other countries. The campus is located in Southern California.
Although the university is Catholic, the theology department has a faculty member that is
a Rabbi as well as a Rabbi on staff that is specifically available to support students
through the Office of Campus Ministry.
Over twenty-five percent of the college population is a member of Greek Life.
The campus does not allow houses for any chapters and all ritual activities and meetings
occur in on-campus venues. The NPC community consists of six social sororities and the
NIC community consists of six social fraternities.
Purposeful Sampling and Data Collection Strategies
The study focuses on inquiry-based gathering of evidence as described by Patton
(2002) as a "sample of sufficient intensity to elucidate the phenomenon of interest"
(p.234). Sample size was determined by the richness and quality of the information
provided by participants. Sandelowski (1995) suggests that at least six subjects are
needed to provide a sufficient amount of information to discuss the experience of a
specific group. Students were selected through purposeful, snowball sampling using
communication with individuals in different national Greek letter organizations at the
three different schools as well as religiously affiliated on-campus organization. Students
were also located by contacting organizations, such as Hillel. The population focused on
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Jewish students within social Greek letter organizations that have predominately
Christian influences.
The interview process took approximately 30 minutes to an hour, the questions
are in Appendix B, which initially focused on a students' college experience and his/her
spiritual development. The questions addressed the aspects of a student's life that are
affected by the institution they attend, city in which they live, and Greek letter
organization of which they are a member. In addition, each student was asked if he or
she knew anyone in his/her Greek letter organization that identified him/herself as
Jewish.
To arrange the questioning, students were contacted by email to arrange a specific
time for a conversation either in person or by phone. Each student was given a copy of
the informed consent, Appendix A, and the list of the questions prior to the study in order
to allow participants an opportunity to consider all aspects of the study before deciding to
participate. Each meeting place or phone conversation took place in an environment
away from the participant's chapter facility and members. This allowed students to
answer questions open and honestly, while also reducing the threat or pressure of fellow
chapter members that may have differing views. All participants choose their own
pseudonyms. Institutions are defined by crucial characteristics, such as size and religious
affiliation, but the names of the institutions are not provided.
Data Management and Analysis
Semi-structured, formal interviews were conducted with sixteen participants from
November 2008 to February 2010. Some interviews were included from a previous class
assignment. The "semi-structured" interview technique allowed for additional follow-up
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questions as needed to elicit additional information, leading to a conversational approach
(Patton, 2002).
After this datum was collected, distinctions and common themes among the
participants' statements will were analyzed. Following completion of the interviews, the
sound files were transcribed, analyzed, and coded for relevant themes. Datum was
grouped into common themes of: religious views, affect on college selection, bias or
discrimination, academic affects, school support, Greek letter affiliation, and place of
worship. With this knowledge the researcher created a new framework, described in
Chapter V, to analyze the common themes given that present literature does not
encompass all needed aspects.
Limitations of the Design
One limitation of qualitative research is the small sample size which leads to the
inability to generalize data to the entire population of Jewish students in Greek Life. In
addition to this, the interview process of data collection is self reported and leads to a
margin of error due to the fact that students can choose to omit or include relevant
information based on their level of comfort.
Specifically with this study, participants may struggle with backlash from their
chapters given that some of the interview questions will address ritual activities. Ritual is
considered secretive to each individual organization. Consequently, the complete
honesty of the participants may be difficult relative to this aspect of the Greek Life
experience. Participants may not fully answer questions related to their comfort level
within their Greek letter organization and may be unwilling to answer questions
regarding ritual all together.
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Potential Bias
The underlying bias that I bring to the study are the Christian beliefs that I was
raised practicing. Growing up in a family that practiced Christian ideals, I learned that
Judaism was the basis for the Christian faith, yet some of the practices of Judaism were
no longer part of the Christian faith as they had been negated or modified by the
teachings of Jesus and/or Christian dogma. Through past experiences, I have learned the
basic differences between religious populations. In past research, I have learned about
the origin, history, views of God, human situation, afterlife, main practices, and sacred
texts used by each of the main religions practiced in the United States. Understanding
these basics and knowing my own bias helps eliminate assumptions that might be made if
I was unaware.
Foreshadowed Problems
In conducting this research proposal, several issues may arise. This research
proposal has been drafted to eliminate or reduce the impacts of adverse events or fall-out
based on a number of identified issues. The first possible issue is peer pressure or
backlash on participants from other students. Most Greek Life organizations on
American college campus have rituals based on Christianity. Thus, research participants
may be reluctant to openly discuss their views ifthere is a fear of backlash in regards to
Greek Life rituals. To address this issue, interviews will be conducted in neutral
locations away from chapter living areas and Jewish temples.
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This qualitative study aspires to discover the implications of students of Jewish
faith's participation in Greek letter organizations. Adopting current literature and
common themes in interviews, a framework has been created to contemplate the essence
of the Jewish students experience on a college campus and in Greek Life as discussed in
Chapter V. The findings from the individual interviews are found in Chapter IV.
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CHAPTERIV:RESULTS
The following chapter presents the emerging data that was uncovered during the
participant interviews. The chapter opens with a description of the sixteen students from
three different universities and nine different Greek letter organizations were interviewed
for this study. Following this introduction is an analysis of the data that is grouped into
common themes of: religious views, affect on college selection, bias or discrimination,
academic affects, school support, Greek letter affiliation, and place of worship. Graphs
and charts are included to further understand and illustrate the significance of the data.
Participants
Sitting in my first floor apartment of the chapter facility I oversee, I suddenly hear
loud footsteps march down the stairs after a chapter meeting. Instantly, Rebecca, one of
the sorority women is in my door questioning me on the placement of"Greek Week," an
all Greek letter organization competition that takes place during fall semester. Not
understanding the exact issue, I respond "it fits best there." Immediately I am told this is
not the case and that we are excluding Rebecca from the events. I continue to question
her, "why?" Rebecca explains that "Greek Week" falls on a High Holiday and in the
Jewish faith tradition she must travel horne, attend temple, and fast, making it impossible
for her to participate in the "Greek Week" events. At once I understood, as a planning
committee we had unintentionally excluded students based on their religious
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identification. At this very moment I vowed to get to know Jewish students, their stories,
and the struggles they faced on their college campus and in life, starting with Rebecca.

Participant- Rebecca
Rebecca is a twenty-one year old college senior transfer student who is a member
of a sorority at Institution One. She is an active member of Hillel. Rebecca held a
leadership position in this organization until her time commitments including school,
work as an editor of the school paper, and her sorority responsibilities, caused her to
resign from her position. Rebecca has been a member of a Greek letter organization for
two years and will be holding a leadership position in the sorority from Spring 2009 to
Fall2010. Rebecca identifies as a Conservative Jews who participates actively in her
faith traditions and keeps Kosher. She keeps traditional values such as praying and
believes her Jewish heritage and religious views affect the decisions she makes. Rebecca
is very passionate about her faith. She can identify specific instances that have occurred
which have hindered her spiritual development. Examples include (a) university officials
making perceived inappropriate remarks regarding her faith and (b) university officials
being unable to empathize with her religious views. Rebecca's sorority was founded on
Christian ideals, even going as far as using Christian references in key sorority activities
(Rebecca, personal interview, November 4, 2008).

Participant- Lola
Lola attends Institution One and is a member of the same sorority as Rebecca.
Lola is a twenty-one year old junior who has been a member of her Greek letter
organization for two years. Lola decided not to participate in Hillel, since she has felt
jl.lclged by active Hillel members in the past. She identifies as a reform Jew, but still
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keeps Kosher. She deliberately misses classes to attend services for High Holidays.
Although her dating practices are not dictated by her religious beliefs, the rest of her life
is dictated by the rules of the Torah. She describes feeling uncomfortable about
references to Jesus in ritual sorority activities, but is aware that she is a minority and
accepts her "unique" outlook on life (Lola, personal interview, November 4, 2008).

Participant- Martha
Martha is a member of the same sorority and is at Institution One with Rebecca
and Lola. Martha is a twenty-one year old junior who has been a member of her Greek
letter organization for a year. Martha is actively seeking her Speech-Language Pathology
degree and currently lives off campus. Martha has struggled to be active in Hillel due to
the fact that she feels uncomfortable within their program environment coupled with the
difficulty of returning to campus after classes. She identifies as a reform Jew and
participates in all High Holiday and life cycle events. Her biggest struggle is her desire
to understand and connect to the meaning behind Christmas and Easter when her chapter
facility is decorated and multiple events have a Christmas theme (Martha, personal
interview, February 2, 2010).

Participant- Ginger
Ginger is a member of the same sorority and at the same university as Rebecca,
Martha and Lola. Ginger is a twenty year old junior who has been a member of her
Greek letter organization for a year. Ginger is a pre-dental school major who is actively
involved in the pre-dental club, freshman honor society, and honors peer and a member
of club scope. Ginger continually states that during her time in college her to explore her
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faith tradition more fully including the desire to practice all the High Holidays as well as
remain Kosher (Ginger, personal interview, February 15, 2010).

Participant- Estelle
Estelle is a member of a Panhellenic sorority at Institution One. Estelle is a
twenty year old sophomore who has been a member of her Greek letter organization for a
little over a year and is in charge of philanthropic events for her chapter. Estelle is a
communication major that participates in multiple theater productions on campus. Estelle
desires to bring her passion for Greek Life to new members by becoming a Sigma Rho
Chi in Fall 2010. Estelle was raised in a family that practices both Judaism and
Catholicism, but she finds that Judaism plays a larger role in her life. Estelle is the only
Jewish member in her chapter and she participates minimally in Hillel. Estelle finds that
her dating life is affected by her religious traditions given that she desires a man to have
her same faith background (Estelle, personal interview, February 22, 2010).

Participant- Emily
Emily is a member of a Panhellenic sorority at Institution One. Emily is a twenty
year old sophomore who is in the School of International Studies. She has been a
member of her Greek letter organization for a little over a year and holds an executive
board position within her chapter. Emily also is active in the pre-law fraternity and is a
volunteer leader at the Campus Community Involvement Office. Emily participates in
Hillel when encouraged by her peers. She identifies with the traditions of her Jewish
faith, but does not believe that an individual needs to hold to exactly every aspect of
doctrine. She misses classes to attend services for High Holidays and has never argued
w1th a teacher over the fact that an absence has been counted against her total number of
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participation points. Emily feels most comfortable in her School of International Studies
classes since all religions, views, and cultures are studied (Emily, personal interview,
February 15, 2010).

Participant- Jessica
Jessica is a member of the same Panhellenic sorority as Emily at Institution One.
Jessica is a twenty year old sophomore who has been a member of her Greek letter
organization for a little over a year and holds a position within her chapter. Jessica is a
French and Theatre Arts double major who has participated in most of the theater shows
on campus as a production manager. Jessica is also a member of the theater fraternity.
Additionally, Jessica is in a cohort honors program and is a member of the honors
society. Jessica practices her Jewish religion by observing food requirements and
holidays, including High Holidays which she has never missed. Her Jewish heritage is
mainly due to her cultural background (Jessica, personal interview, February 25, 2010).

Participant- Zoe
Zoe is a pledge of a Panhellenic sorority at Institution One. Zoe is a very
involved twenty year old sophomore who decided that she wanted to see if sorority life is
for her and has been enjoying every minute of the process. Although Zoe has not been
initiated into her sorority, she has an understanding that the chapter is laced with
Christian ideals. Zoe is a campus tour guide and orientation leader. Since entering
college, Zoe finds that she identifies significantly more as Jewish then she did when she
was in high school. Additionally, she is the only student that reported feeling
comfortable and welcome at the local temple. Zoe's positive outlook on her faith and
traditions has assisted her with an internal struggle with her desire to celebrate Christmas
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and Easter. Zoe also is an active member of Hillel (Zoe, personal interview, February 2,
2010).

Participant- Justin
Justin attends Institution One. He is a twenty-three year old fifth year student and
has attended his university continuously. He is a member of a fraternity that was founded
as a local chapter and became a national chapter during his first year of membership. The
local chapter's traditions did not have any religious undertones in them, while the
national chapter currently has Christian underpinnings. Justin has been a member of his
chapter for four-and-a-half years and has held many leadership positions. Justin is also
an active member of Hillel and is responsible for alumni relations. Justin currently
considers himself a reform Jew even though he was raised conservatively. He attempts to
keep Kosher and will eat red meat on occasion, but always maintains the belief that red
meat and milk are not allowed to be consumed together. Otherwise, his spiritual values
and beliefs stem from his religious upbringing and customs (Justin, personal interview,
November 11, 2008).

Participant- Ben
Ben is a member of a NIC chapter at Institution One. Ben states that "I am not a
religiously practicing Jew, but I will never say I am not Jewish." Ben is a twenty-two
year old senior majoring in biology and upon graduation in the fall will be heading to
dental school. Additionally, he has held an executive board position on the Interfraternity
council and has had the position of risk manager within his chapter. His fraternity is
founded on Christian ideals and he has been a member for four years. Steven states that
he has found ways to respect the Christian aspects of his chapters' rituals. "When our
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prayer is said, I respect the prayer, but do not participate." He practices religious
holidays especially with his grandparents who remain Kosher (Ben, personal interview,
February 27, 2010).

Participant- Aaron
Aaron is a member of a NIC chapter at Institution One. Aaron initially had an
internal struggle to figure out how he identifies since his father is Jewish and his mother
is Catholic, but then made the decision that "I never felt I truly fit in with either of those
two groups, but then I just decided I do not have to fit in with just one of those groups;
there is no reason why I cannot associate myself with people of both faiths." Aaron is a
twenty year old sophomore business major who has been a member of his organization
for just over a year, during which time he has become responsible for chapter fundraising.
He also plays for the school's club soccer team, holds the position of an event manager at
the university center, is active in a committee that reviews the university's social policies,
and plays as many recreational sports as he can. Additionally, he holds an executive
board position on the Interfraternity council. Aaron finds comfort in the fact that he has
been able to find a community of fellow Jewish students on campus (Aaron, personal
interview, February 24, 2010).

Participant- Sam
Sam is a member of a NIC chapter at Institution One. Sam was born Jewish
although he has decided that "organized religion is less than spectacular." With this
perceived understanding of the world's religions, Sam feels that his life is not affected,
although he notices the injustices and how some religious groups are supportive more
than others. Currently, he holds the positions of community service chair in his chapter.
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On campus, he is a host for the engineering school where he takes prospective students to
lunch and answers questions one-on-one about the engineering school and university
(Sam, personal interview, February 24, 2010).

Participant- Linda
Linda and Rebecca are biological sisters attending different universities and
describe very different college experiences. Linda is a member of an NPC chapter at
Institution Two. Linda is a nineteen year old sophomore who has been a member of her
chapter for one year. Linda's NPC sorority has Bible verses in some of their traditions,
but does not force anyone to read them, making Linda feel comfortable within the
organization. Linda describes herself as "moderately religious, but it affects [her] daily
life because it's a huge part of [her] identity, whether it's meeting other Jews or just
keeping Kosher." Linda believes that being Jewish makes her "unique" and clings to that
aspect of her life (Linda, personal interview, November 9, 2008).

Participant- Carrie
Carrie attends Institution Three and is a twenty year old junior who has been a
member of her chapter for two years. Carrie's NPC sorority has Bible verses in its
rituals, yet these ceremonies do not cause Carrie to feel uncomfortable in anyway. Carrie
was raised with both Catholic and Jewish traditions. She "celebrates Christmas and
Easter [but] identif[ies] more with Jewish practices and Judaism and, therefore, [she]
consider[ s herself] Jewish." Carrie is now a founding member and officer of a new Hillel
chapter on her campus started in October 2008. Her campus also has a Rabbi on staff.
Initially, Judaism started as a minor role in her college life, but her faith and identity are
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growing through her participation with on-campus organizations (Carrie, personal
interview, November 7, 2008).

Participant- Penelope
Penelope is a member of the same sorority and university as Carrie. Penelope is a
twenty-two year old senior who has been a member of her Greek letter organization for
four years. Penelope is currently studying business administration and works in retail.
Penelope comes from a family that practices both Judaism and Catholicism. Penelope
states that her parents "didn't want to take away from either of their families' traditions
so [her siblings and she] were just raised as both." She personally does not understand
the choice her parents made since she feels that she is not able to identify strongly with
either religion. Penelope is very aware of the Christian values which her sorority has and
about references to Jesus. She finds herself abstaining from participation in these events
(Penelope, personal interview, January 28, 2010).

Participant- Steven
Steven is a member of an NIC chapter at Institution Three. Steven is a twentyone year old junior who has been a member of his organization for approximately three
years. His fraternity is founded on Christian ideals, yet Steven states that since "a lot of
Christian ideals stern from Judaism[ ... ] the ways in which it differs hasn't bothered
[him]." Personally, Steven explains he has a "very strong cultural attachment to Judaism,
however, I consider myself an agnostic believer." He practices religious holidays with
his family, but these have not carried over to his college lifestyle (Steven, personal
interview, November 5, 2008)
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Summary of Participant and Institution Characteristics
Tables 2 and 3 provide a summary of the key characteristics associated with the
interview participants and the universities they are attending. As further discussed in
depth in the previous chapter the three institutions are defined by crucial characteristics,
such as size and religious affiliation, however names of institutions are not be provided.
The clear distinctions of each institution help understand a little of the campus climate.
In regards to the participants, Table 3 helps compare the similarities and differences
between the students. The vital areas to compare for this study are the participants'
institution, gender, age, years in Greek letter organization, and participation in Hillel.

Table 2: Summary of Institutional Characteristics

Percent of
Undergraduate
Students in
Greek Life

Location

Institution

Religious
Affiliation

1

Historically
Methodist

6,000

18%

Northern
California

2

No
Affiliation

37,000

21%

Arizona

3

Catholic

9,000

25%

Southern
California

Enrollment

40

Religious
Staff
MultiFaith
Chaplain
Rabbi on
Staff
Rabbi on
Staff

Table 3: Major Characteristics of Interview Participants

Participants
Name

Institution
Attending

Sex

Age

Time in
Greek Life

Year in
School

Participant in Hillel

Rebecca

1

Female

21

2 years

Senior

Former Leader/
Current Participant

Lola

1

Female

21

2 years

Junior

Active

Martha

1

Female

21

1 year

Junior

Minimal Participation

Ginger

1

Female

20

1 year

Junior

Minimal Participation

Estelle

1

Female

20

1 year

Sophomore

Minimal Participation

Emily

1

Female

20

1 year

Sophomore

Active

Jessica

1

Female

20

1 year

Sophomore

Minimal Participation

Zoe

1

Female

20

Pledge

Sophomore

Active

Justin

1

Male

23

4 Yz years

Ben

1

Male

22

3 years

Senior

Minimal Participation

Aaron

1

Male

20

1 year

Sophomore

Minimal Participation

Sam

1

Male

20

1 year

Sophomore

No Participation

Linda

2

Female

19

1 year

Sophomore

No Participation

Carrie

3

Female

20

2 years

Junior

Founder/Leader

Penelope

3

Female

22

4 Years

Senior

No Participation

Steven

3

Male

22

3 Years

Junior

No Participation

Note: InstitutiOnal data con tamed m I able 2
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5th

Year

Leader

Interview Analysis
Through the interview process, multiple distinctions were identified between the
individuals who participated. Each distinction became clear through different questions,
leading to an overall sense that students that are not part of the systemic culture have a
unique set of struggles within the Greek Life setting. Each section begins with a
narrative about a situation that a participant faced and described through the interview
process.
Religious Views
Penelope practices both Judaism and Catholicism because her parents came from
both backgrounds. She was taught that both identifications were central to her identity
and that both were equally as accepted in society. This seemed to be the norm for
Penelope until she started her college career at Institution Three. She was fully aware
that the university was Catholic however had not realized that she would have to choose
one identification to define herself. Filling out her application to the Institution Three,
Penelope recalls the inability to decide which one religious group she would define
herself. Although not directly stated, easily distinguished is Penelope's fear that she
might not have gained admittance to the university if she had not decided she was solely
Catholic. Upon reaching campus she realized that Catholicism was the dominant religion
yet core curriculum classes such as Old Testament and Judaism gave her the opportunity
to explore her faith traditions in an environment that she assumed would be exclusively
Catholic.
The first distinction found between the interviewees was their attachment to either
tfie1r religious practices and cultural ties to Judmsm. The students all categorized
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themselves as either (a) following the religious thoughts and practices of Judaism and/or
(b) having a Jewish cultural attachment as a result of their upbringing, but having chosen
not to continue in the faith traditions. All the students interviewed were raised in the
Jewish faith from birth and by Jewish law, given that their mothers are Jewish, consider
themselves Jewish.
Estelle, Aaron, and Penelope were raised in a family where one parent was Jewish
and one parent was Catholic but yet all state that they cherish their Jewish heritage.
Steven, Carrie, Estelle, Jessica, Ben, and Sam identify more with the culturally
side of their Jewish heritage than the religious side of the faith traditions. These students
do not remain Kosher yet participate in most High Holidays with the exception of Sam
who does not believe in organized religion. Estelle would consider herself agonistic
although during her interview one could see the value she placed on her cultural heritage.
Lola, Martha, Ginger, Emily, Zoe, Aaron, Justin, Linda, and Rebecca are all
currently active participants in their faith and make many decisions in their lives based on
their faith traditions. These students maintain a Kosher diet unlike the individuals who
identify as culturally Jewish.
Below is a chart that demonstrates the breakdown in which students identify with
their religious views, whether culturally, active participation in faith, or do not identify.
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Figure 1- Religious Views of Jewish Students

Affects on College Selection

Lola grew up attending Jewish schools from kindergarten until she graduated high
school. When the time carne to select a college Lola focused on three main attributes of
the institution, located in California, private and no active faith tradition on campus.
Completing her research, Lola determined that Institution One was the only place where
she would be able to receive the education she desired while meeting her desired criteria.
Lola believed that a private institution would be accepting on her Jewish faith traditions,
allowing her the needed time to miss class for High Holidays.
All participants felt at one point or another that their college life was affected by
the fact that they identified culturally as Jewish. The interviewees all expressed feeling
set apart from the rest of the college community or not understanding the importance
placed on Christmas and Easter. Each student described a time when they just desired to
..fit-in."
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For Lola, Martha, Ginger, Emily, Zoe, Aaron, Justin, Linda, and Rebecca,
religion was also a major factor in the selection of a university, seeking an environment
that was inclusive of their traditions. These students chose to attend a university where
there is no current religious affiliation. They feared that they would not be accepted on a
campus that had a religious affiliation that differed from their own.
Bias or Discrimination

Each student interviewed described a time when they had experienced a bias
incident or discrimination. Some stories that were most impactful are below:
Sam described a time in middle school, at the age of thirteen, when he was
discriminated against for not having a Christian or Catholic affiliation. After a long day
at school, he headed to his friend's house to relax and complete some homework. Upon
reaching the front door of the house he was greeted by his friend's mother. The mother
explained that she and her husband had discussed the issue and felt that it was not
appropriate for Sam to interact with their son. Sam questioned the mother and found out
that because he did not attend the same church it was seen that he would corrupt their
son. These interactions caused him to tum away from organized religion, especially
Christianity, because he believes that this type of treatment violates Christian doctrine.
Steven, along with all the rest of the participants described times when they were
told that they were going to hell because they did not believe in Jesus. Steven's recalled
a time when he was only six years old. Steven was a recess in elementary school. It was
the Monday morning following Spring break that corresponded with the Easter holiday.
The students were describin_g their breaks when one student questioned Steven on what
- - - -he-did-for:taster.-steven immediately said nothing, not really understanding Easter. His
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peer instantly asked him if he went to church and celebrated Jesus rising from the dead.
Confused Steven said "no, people can't rise from the dead. And who is Jesus?" Without
delay his peer informed him that he was going to go to hell since he did not believe that
Jesus had risen from the dead. Perplexed and scared Steven stayed to himselfthe rest of
the day, unsure of how to take the news, and fearful for his life. Similar stories unfolded
when talking with the participants.
Rebecca and Justin have become close friends through their time at Institution
One. In winter 2008, they approached me to help them facilitate a Hanukah program
among their chapters. Through the purchasing and making of latkes, potatoes pancakes,
and learning how to play dreidel, it appeared that the two chapters were starting to
embrace their peers' traditions. Yet before long, one brother made a joke about Nazi
Germany and another stated that Justin was stingy since he was winning all the "money"
- in-dreidel: AlthougliJustiii illia Kacliel Qid not appear tooe affected by tneirpeers'
words they both became quiet and gave me a look that said I told you they said stuff like .
this. The aforementioned behavior was reported as common from a majority of the
participants. Emily, Justin, Ben, Rebecca, and Aaron all described times when a member
oftheir chapter would tease them for being Jewish or make a Jewish joke. The women
took offense to this behavior and would terminate or reduce communication with these
individuals. For a similar event, the men would respond by teasing them back for being
Christian.
Academic Affects

Effects on college academic life can be defined within two groups. Some students
were encouraged to practice their faith and were allowed to miss classes for the High
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Holidays, while others had their grades negatively impacted.
Jessica is a theater major, so missing a production can make or break her final
grade in a class. For Passover she decided that she wanted to travel home to be with her
family. However when discussing this issue with her professor at the start of the
semester she was told this was not an acceptable absence, especially during the time of
her production where she was required to be a stage manager. Jessica decided that
Passover comes every year and she would wait until next year to celebrate.
Rebecca had a similar incident when completing her senior project for her
communication degree. The program requires participation in a large scale, campus wide
activity. Her group was assigned to complete a blood drive. The only day that blood
bank was available was over Passover. Similar to Jessica, Rebecca desired to be with her
family for the holiday. Negotiating with her professor to complete work ahead of time
was considered unacceptable. Instead, Rebecca commuted late at night and early in the
morning between her home and campus to complete the class assignment for her degree.
Although attending a non-religious affiliated institution was a factor for Lola,
Martha, Ginger, Emily, Zoe, Aaron, Justin, Linda, and Rebecca, they all have
experienced penalties when missing class for Jewish religious holidays. These students
commented on the fact that their non-religious affiliated institutions academic schedules
accommodated Christian holidays (i.e., Christmas and Easter) but not any other religious
group they had come across on their campus. All reported that missing class for religious
reasons had adverse affects on their grades or their teachers' impressions of them. Each
either had to miss a test or quiz without being allowed to retake the assessment or lost
------participation points to attend services on RosnHasnanah--;tne Jew1snNew Year, in
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preparation for the fast on Yom Kippur. All participants that partake in High Holidays
wished that their institution would allow for breaks to occur during these times so that
there was no struggle to receive credit in class or feel as though they were missing
material to participate in their religion.
When Steven, Penelope and Carrie missed classes due to attending religious
events, they did not experience unfavorable consequences from their professors even
though they attend a university with a Catholic affiliation. All reported their professors
being understanding and supportive of their religious choices.
From the small student sample, it may be possible to conclude that campuses with
contingency plans for students missing classes for religious events, kosher dining options,
and a rabbi on staff to advocate for students create more supportive environments for
their Jewish religious students. Additionally, the Catholic affiliated campus (Institution
Three) provided more spiritual and religious support for students with diverse religious
backgrounds.
Additionally Estelle and Jessica who participate in theater constantly report that
they are asked to partake in chorus and other productions that have a Christian undertone.
This affects them because there is no consideration for other faith traditions in their
chosen academic field.
Figure two shows that the students who missed classes to celebrate Jewish
religious holidays are more likely to experience academic effects by significant factor,
almost three to one. Note some students did not have any adverse academic effects due
to the fact that they do not participate in High Holiday events.
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Figure 2- Adverse Academic Effects on Jewish Students

School Support
All the interviewees stated that finding on-campus support groups that shared
their religious beliefs was a challenge in spite of the availability of Hillel on the
campuses. Hillel was the main way that interviewees felt support from their institution.
Sam, Steven, and Linda are the only individuals who are not members of Hillel. Due to
other priorities and commitments, Linda is not an active Hillel participant on her campus.
Of all of the students, Carrie felt most supported in her religious practices on campus due
to having both a rabbi on campus and Hillel chapter on campus. So although, Hillel
chapters exist on the studied campuses, Hillel is not necessarily fulfilling the spiritual and
religious needs of the Jewish students. In spite of this, all of the students reported the
desire for their university to provide additional funding for Hillel.
Students attending Institution One commented on the fact that the university
center had increased visibility of Hanukah from the past year. Estelle described that the
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small gesture of having a five foot tall menorah in the front window compared to the
original one that was placed on the welcome counter made her feel that her faith tradition
was being included. Estelle was aware that her traditions are not common or
predominant yet she found great acceptance in the small gestures that she was given.
Figure three indicates seventy-five percent ofthe students in the study participate
in the Hillel organization when available on the university campus. Additionally, thirtyeight percent of the participating students are active or provide actually leadership in the
Hillel organization.

Founder
der

Active

19%

Figure 3 -Hillel Participation Level of Study Participants

In addition to Hillel a few professors that identify as Jewish offered a place of
support and comfort to Ginger and Emily. Both women described the same professor
that would invite them over to his house to join his family for High Holidays. Both
stuaents liad met thts professor at the local temple. Through the initial relationship that
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was built he would invite approximately ten students over for each holiday. These
students immediately felt supported by the campus since they were able to make a
connection with an authority figure. Students that did not have this same interaction did
not feel the same connection.
Greek Letter Affiliation

Within the context of Greek letter organizations, all interviewees have felt
uncomfortable at one point. Whether the moments of questions started with membership
to holidays to ritual, all participants reported feeling awkward at one point or another.
Martha's initial decision to join a Greek organization relied heavily on the fact
that one chapter had two prominent Jewish members that were open and willing to
discuss their faith tradition. Martha found that knowing Lola and Rebecca were members
would allow her the opportunity to assimilate into the organization. Martha stated that "if
Lola and Rebecca can do it, then so can I."
During the winter holidays all the organizations have Christmas trees in their
chapter facilities and/or Christmas parties. Lola and Rebecca were told that they needed
to provide a Menorah if they wanted to have their faith tradition represented in their
chapter house. Conversely, Estelle, being the only Jewish member in her facility, was
given a gift of a Menorah to display. She stated that her sisters wanted her to feel
welcome and accepted during her first year. Estelle was surprised by this interaction
since her chapter was founded when the women were unable to go home for Christmas.
Steven, Carrie, Linda, Lola, and Rebecca reported feeling awkward when Jesus
was mentioned and verses from the New Testament were read during ritual events.
----tinda~the-on:Iy-fueek-Ietter

member interviewecrarTnstiUITion Two, hacltlie opportunity
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to join a chapter that was founded on Jewish ideals. However, Linda initially felt that she
made better relationships with the women in her chapter and selected to join her current

i
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organization. Even with the option Linda stated that it is "awkward when we have to
recite some excerpt from the [New Testament] Bible." She described that she originally
thought that she was required to state all parts of the ritual ceremony but now is aware
that she can just list to the New Testament excerpts.
Steven and Ben are members of the same Greek organization on different
campuses. Out of all the Greek organizations, theirs has the most visible Christian
symbolism. Steven justifies his participation in chapter and ritual events by rationalizing
that "a lot of Christian ideals stem from Judaism." Ben states "I respect the prayer, but
do not participate."
Carrie and Penelope are part of the same pledge class. Both described their first
initiation. Knowing that the other was present in the room, they found themselves eyeing
on another in situations that they were unsure about. Upon entering initiation they found
a Bible was prevalent in the center of the ceremony, framing their experience. Following
this observation they found multiple references to New Testament verses were stated.
Penelope, like Steven, justified this as the Christian ideals originally coming from
Judaism. Penelope's biggest struggle came at the end of the ritual with the "Amen." She
stood, debating what to say, hoping her sister would accept her, especially after she
finally decided not to say "Amen."
Emily's internal battle occurred during her initiation ceremony. She was standing
in front of her chapter president, who was holding a Bible, deciding how she wanted to
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take her vow to the chapter. She decided to place her hand on the Bible, awkwardly,
wishing to herself that there was the option of place her had on the Torah.
Rebecca was not fully aware of how Christian her sorority's rituals were until
after her interview. Upon the completion of the first initiation prior, Rebecca carne to me
to describe the comparisons to Jesus that occurred and the multiple prayers. This was
completely shocking to Rebecca and for a moment she felt as though she had betrayed
her faith through participation in the ritual.
Justin's organization has a prayer that asks all members to swear their vow before
God. Justin felt that this was typical until he chose to research into his founding father's
history and discovered that all the founding fathers had become pastors or priests.
The founding of a Greek letter organization based upon Christian ideals, instead
of Jewish ones, is the overall deciding factor on the comfort level of these individuals
within their chapter. The students discussed having to miss various events, including
"Greek Week," philanthropy opportunities, and/or chapter meetings, to attend temple
which caused members of their sorority or fraternity chapter to become upset or feel they
were not giving enough to their organization. All the students interviewed described a
lack of understanding among their peers within their organization about their religious
practices.
Figure four shows the number of years participants have been members of their
Greek letter organizations.
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Figure 4 - Years of Participation in Greek Life

Place ofWorship
The last area of interest the interviews highlighted was access to a place of
worship where the student felt comfortable and welcome within a reasonable distance of
the student's university. Zoe was the only student that reported having a temple near
school where she felt comfortable attending. All other students desired to attend a
synagogue that was comparable to the one they originally attended at horne. Lola and
Rebecca stated that the temple near their school did not perform services in Hebrew,
which felt inappropriate to them. Justin stated that he felt judged at this particular temple
for his Greek letter affiliation, especially given that multiple faculty members attended
the service and these faculty members had knowledge that his Greek letter organization
has had judicial issues with the university. All students from institution three described
that although there were many temples near their campus, these temples did not feel
similar to the temple they attended with their families.
Anary~x_

_____________________________________________________________
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These seven main areas: religious views, affects on college life, bias or
discrimination events, affects on academic, support from the school, Greek letter
affiliation, and finding a place of worship all affected a student's life in college. As we
see from Steven, Carrie, Estelle, Jessica, Ben, Sam, Lola, Martha, Ginger, Emily, Zoe,
Aaron, Justin, Linda, and Rebecca their lives are different from those around them.
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CHAPTER V: DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
This chapter provides an overview of the highlights of the findings and a
proposed schema for how to interpret the experience of Jewish students on college
campus practically those who are participating in Greek Life. Following this discussion
is a proposal for implications for Student Affairs professionals to put into practice
followed by recommendations for future research.
Discussion
The aforementioned results from the sixteen interviews brought to light a number
of implications for the different spiritual development schemes of Jewish students
involved in Greek Life and ideas on how colleges can better serve their students.
Although the study originally thought that Jewish students involved in Greek Life had a
unique experience compared to their peers, the experience outside of the Greek letter
identification show some challenges and struggles for students that identify as religiously
Jewish. As summarized in the literature review, seeing as there is currently limited
research on spiritual development, a new schema has been created, displayed below in
figure five.
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Figure 5 - Schema for the Developrnnet of Jewish College Students

Jewish Identification
First, a student either identifies with Judaism as his or her religion or the culture
of his or her heritage. This identification determines the pathway that the student takes
within the college. Students who recognize their Judaism for its religious aspects go
through college with a different sense of their spiritual identity than students who only
identity culturally. Some students report that they have become increasingly attached to
their religion since entering college, especially given that they are away from the
protection of their parents and see the way in which society has marginalized their
religion. As demonstrated in the interviews, Jewish students who actively partake in their
religious traditions are more likely to have adverse academic, social, and Greek Life
experience based on their religious identification. This occurs because these students are
likely to miss class to participate in High Holidays, chose not to participate in social
norms that are against their faith tradition, and be aware of the fact that their Greek letter
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organization has Christian ideals during ritual activities. Conversely, all students felt that
their identification as Jewish made them different from others and unanimously would
state that this was something fellow peers experienced as well, even students that would
consider themselves half Jewish.

University's Support System
The next decision students have to grapple with is their school's religious
identification and internal support systems within any context they attend.

Peer
Through conversations with all participating students it was clear to see that a
cohort had formed among the participants at their perspective universities. Throughout
the process of finding students, each Jewish student could lead to another student that had
assisted him or her in some way. Martha states that she felt comfortable with joining her
Greek letter organization due to the fact that she knew two of the current Jewish members
without them initial telling her through the recruitment process that they were Jewish.
Additionally, when conducting interviews my three students that come from a Catholic
and Jewish background were reassured when dialogue started around the fact that there
were others on campus like them, reaffirming the fact that it was normal to retain their
Jewish heritage as well and struggle with their religious identity. When students find
others with similar religious views and with similar interests, the students create a support
network.
The presence of a Hillel chapter on a campus provides an environment for
students to interact and feel as though they have a haven. Students desire to participate in

I=Itllel ana most students liaaatleast some participation.lhe students in leadership
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positions seem to have the greatest desire to make sure all their peers are included while

I
I

those minimally participating sometimes feel as though they are unable to participate as
much as desired. All students requested funding for their club arguing that Christian
groups and holidays receive lots of outside support from churches and the systemic
culture. Students reported that it was a challenge to maintain the goal of celebrating
religious traditions when there is not access to funds to purchase needed ritual equipment
or a relationship with a local sect of the religious group. For example, students at
institution one live in an area where there is a limited Jewish population and they needed
to drive over an hour to get decorations for an event they wanted to have. Additional
funding would help them be able to order these items online and save time. Moreover,
items such as a menorah, in central locations can help students feel that the university is
supporting their views.

Staff
Although students were interviewed at three different institutions, there is not a
significant portion of students at institution two and three, the individuals at institution
two and three, with institution three currently being religiously affiliated, describe
reduced adverse consequences and discrimination on campus. This seems to be due to
the fact that there is a presence a Rabbi on university staff that advocates for the Jewish
students.
Conversely, students at institution one felt that the university staff did not relate to
them and that if there was a service for them at the chapel they were unaware because no
one on staff informed them of this option. The internal university support systems, such
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as a rabbi on staff, play a significant role in the religious identification of students and
appear to provide the strongest support for Jewish students.
Additionally, changing school dinning services to include options that are Kosher
would help the students feel supported, comfortable, and included on their campus.
Stating that providing a vegetarian option is sufficient limits the students' ability to eat as
they desire, especially given that kosher foods are determined by the ingredients used to
make the food, the process by which the food is prepared, and the facilities used to make
the food. Universities need to be aware of Jewish laws and need to create options for all
students.

Academic
Students' academics have been affected by the participation in their religious
events. A few individuals were encouraged to practice their faith as fully as needed.
These individuals were allowed to miss classes for the High Holidays. On the contrary,
others had their grades negatively affected. Penalties for missing class for Jewish
religious holidays, was the main issue specifically affecting their grades or their teachers'
impressions of them. Missing a test or quiz without being allowed to retake the
assessment or lost participation points was something that occurred frequently. Asking
students to choose between their faith tradition and college goals cause a dilemma for
most students. Institutions need to allow for breaks to occur during these times so that
are no issues when needing to receive credit in class or feel as though they are missing
material to participate in their religion.
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Place of Worship
Having access to a place of worship, where the student feels comfortable and
welcomed, within a reasonable distance of the student's university is a vital area of focus
in the developmental process of students. This study finds that students struggle to find a
temple comparable to their original place of worship. This causes the students' spiritual
development to be halted because they are not as open to attending weekly religious
services as they once were at home. In tum, students reported feeling disconnected from
their religion which yet again hinders their spiritual development.

Greek Letter Organization
Given that this study focuses on Greek letter organizations, the foundation of the
fraternity or sorority is of interest for the student. Jewish students joining organizations
founded on Christian ideals struggle with rituals and events that are contradictory to their
beliefs. From having Bible verses laced throughout ritual to the need to place rest your
hand on the Bible to confirm your loyalty to the organization during initiation to saying
prayers at dinner students who are raised within the systemic culture are unaware of the
marginalizing factor this has on their brothers and sisters who are Jewish. Each student
stated a feeling of discomfort within the context of their chapter.
Internal relationships are another vital factor. As mentioned above, Martha knew
of current Jewish Greek letter members within the chapter before she decided to join or
discussed her religion with anyone. These relationships were critical to the members
within chapters where multiple Jewish students were members. Conversely, brothers and
sisters can ruin the experience for Jewish members by teasing them for being Jewish or
----making-a-Jewish-juke~'Fhis-behavim-was--repurted--to-affect-all-participantsilrthe--stud
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Additionally within Greek letter chapter facilities the leadership kosher options
are scarce. At times new members discussed a fear around approaching the chef to get
their dietary needs met.
Implications for Practice
This interview process and findings can assist Student Affairs professionals with
their interactions with Jewish students in Greek Life and across the college campus when
encountering any student that practices a religion other then the systemic culture. Jewish
students in a fraternity or sorority constantly struggle with conflicts between their cultural
and religious identification and that of the Greek Life organization. Jewish students need
additional understanding and assistance with relations with professors and internally in
their Greek Life organizations. Sororities and fraternities may also need to be
forthcoming about the religious expectations and tendencies within their rituals and
organizations. Student Affairs professionals need, at minimum, a basic understanding of
Jewish holidays and beliefs.
Jewish Identification
In relationship to a student's identification Student Affairs professionals need to
create open environments where students can discuss the way in which they identify.
Deciding that an individual is going to identify with the culture side of his or her heritage
can create an internal struggle. Choosing to only culturally identify as Jewish can affect
the pathway that the student takes within the college given that the faith tradition he or
she grew up with no longer has the same value it once had in his or her life. Student
Affairs professionals also need to allow students the opportunity to discuss the fact that
----their views are dtfferenCfrom otners.
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University's Support System
Student Affairs professionals can play a vital role is the way in which students are
able to interact with the college campus as a whole.

Peer
Initially creating an environment for students outside the campus can provide
these students a connection to the university and a feeling acceptance and hopefully a
start to a cohort. Creating a support network is crucial to the success of students and
Student Affair.
Funding is another area of concern for Hillel. Making sure that additional funds
are allocated to this group will help these students with their needs to practice ritual
events.
Peers affected the college experience greatly. Student Affairs professionals also
need to be cognizant of their interactions with Jewish students to assure adequate
sensitivity to religious and cultural needs. Assuring that judgmental comments,
inappropriate jokes, or naYve statements toward Jewish students do not occur in the
educational environment is required.

Staff
Universities need to have an active presence of a Jewish leader on the university
campus. Whether this is an individual that is on staff or a Rabbi from the local
community, someone needs to advocate for the Jewish students. This individual needs to
be visible to the population so that the students see that the university is supporting them.
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Additionally, school dinning services need to be adapted to include kosher dining
options. It is unacceptable that the vegetarian option is considered appropriate when
students have the right to decide what they would like to eat.

Academic
Assisting students to be able to observe religious holidays without academic
penalty is an action that universities need to consider. For example, Rosh Hashanah is
comparable to the Christian holiday of Christmas in terms of importance to the Jewish
religion. Most Americans expect that Christmas is a chance to spend time as a family
and even attend church. This same empathy and understanding needs to be demonstrated
to Jewish students for holidays such as Rosh Hashanah.

Place ofWorship
Creating a place of worship on campus that is inclusive to all and maintains
traditions of multiple faiths allows students the chance to practice the ritual they hold
dear. Advertising this opportunity provides students the ability to participate as well as
feel the inclusion of their faith on campus.
Moreover, a relationship should be created between the local temple and
university to ensure that students feel comfortable and welcomed within a reasonable
distance from your institution, enabling practice of their faith.

Greek Letter Organization
Maintaining ritual and tradition is vital to all Greek letter organizations however
adapting these traditions should be considered. Initially new member educators should
explain the religious traditions of the organization and warn students that some parts of
_ _ _____.r~it,_,..uaLmight_conflicLwith-their-_per-SGnal-vig_w~-hewe-ver-tile--efgani7:ftfien-is-weleeming-of----64

all faith traditions. Additionally members should be encouraged and allowed the right to
refrain from stating Bible verses and prayers when they do not feel comfortable. Having
multiple books of doctrine at an initiation ceremony instead of just a Bible can create
more inclusive environment. Student Affairs professionals can aid chapter leadership in
ways to facilitate this conversation.
Student Affairs professionals can provide diversity workshops in an effort to
create Greek letter membership that refrains from teasing others because of their differing
views. This activity would promote an inclusive environment for the entire campus.
Additionally, within Greek letter chapter facilities the leadership needs to
advocate to their chef to create kosher options for peers. Chapter leadership can relay this
message without causing a student to feel as though they are causing problems.
Consideration is normally taken for food allergies within chapter facilities and the same
concern should been given to religious needs.
Conclusion
Student Affairs professionals need to be aware of the struggles facing Jewish
students and provide adequate support so that Jewish students can excel in the college
setting. Advocating for kosher eating options is a minor way to encourage students in
their spiritual journey. Overall, Student Affairs professionals need to have empathy for
Jewish students.
Recommendations for Future Research
Overall, there is a need for a greater base knowledge of spiritual development of
students. The Higher Education Research Institute's research is vital to the field, but
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more needs to be done to continue understanding how vital spirituality is to higher
education.
Once a basic knowledge of spiritual development is created, a more in depth study
on religious minority students' development needs is necessary. This research should
focus on all religious groups, not just Jewish students, on college campuses. Further
understanding of the issues faced by Jewish students on a regular basis is required. With
seven percent of the college population involved in Greek Life, research completed on
spiritual development within this context is essential. Most of these organizations are
founded on religious ideals, whether Christian, Jewish or another faith; it would be
interesting research to determine ifthese organizations help, hinder, or change college
student spiritual development.
Overall, understanding of minority religious students' faith traditions and
additional research will help the field of Student Affairs. Encouraging professionals to
continue pursuing student' s spiritual development will create healthy, supportive
environments for students in higher education.
Closing Summary
The purpose of this study was to examine the unique dichotomy created by
students who do not participate in the systemic religious views of a majority of Greek
Life organizations; specifically focusing on students of Jewish faith in primarily Christian
based Greek letter organizations. The overarching research question sought to provide
insight into the college development of individuals involved in Greek Life, historically
Christian based organizations, that are of Jewish faith. All sixteen participants described
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The findings of the study suggest the need for (1) institution support around the
discussion of spiritual identity, (2) increased additional funding for groups such as Hillel,
(3) diversity training for faculty, students, and staff, (4) inclusive dining practices, (5)
revisiting academic standards and perceptions to meet the needs of all faith traditions, (6)
communication and collaboration with local places of worship, and (7) training for Greek
letter organizations about their founding ideals and ways to include all members.
The students interviewed show a richness of experiences and information that can
change the field of higher education. Working to stifle current ways of oppressing these
students can create a faculty, staff, student population that is cognizant of including all
and furthering development of the entire campus population.
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APPENDIX A. INFORMED CONSENT
The Experience of Students who Identify as Jewish and Greek:
Influences on Spiritual Development
You are invited to participate in a research study which will involve examining the
spiritual development of an underrepresented group, students who identifY as Jewish,
within a predominantly Christian based Greek organization. My name is Alexandra
Froehlich, and I am a Residence Director in the Housing and Greek Life office and
Masters in Educational Leadership and Administration with an emphasis in Student
Affairs student in the Benerd School of Education at the University ofthe Pacific. You
were selected as a possible participant in this study because of your identification as
Jewish and membership in a Social Greek organization.
The purpose of this research is to examine how individuals involved in Greek Life, who
follow a religious affiliation that is different from the majority and systemic culture,
develop through their college experience. If you decide to participate, you will be asked
to participate in an interview process, which will take approximately 30 minutes to an
hour.
There are some possible risks involved for participants. Students may experience
pushback from their chapters because some of the interview questions will ask about
chapter activities. Participants may also experience stress as a result of increased self
awareness as a result of responding to questions which most participants may not have
been asked before .. There are some benefits to this research, particularly that increased
awareness of religious expectations and tendencies within their chapter may assist
students to make better sense of their experience and to identify ways of sharing it
constructively within their organizations.
If you have any questions about the research at any time, please call me at (408) 3169560, or Dr. Joanna Royce-Davis, my advisor, at (209) 946-2365. If you have any
questions about your rights as a participant in a research project, or in the event of a

research related injury, please call the Research & Graduate Studies Office, University of
the Pacific (209) 946-7356.
Any information that is obtained in connection with this study and that can be identified
with you will remain confidential and will be disclosed only with your permission. In
order to insure your confidentiality I will use pseudonyms, maintain all documents
electronically or physically locked, and only discuss and give information out using
pseudonyms or in aggregate form. The data obtained will be maintained in a safe, locked
location and will be destroyed after a period of three years after the study is completed.
Your participation is entirely voluntary and your decision whether or not to participate
will involve no penalty or loss of benefits to which you are otherwise entitled. If you
decide to participate, you are free to discontinue participation at any time with out
penalty or loss of benefits to which you are otherwise entitled.
Your signature below indicates that you have read·and understand the information
provided above, that you willingly agree to participate, that you may withdraw your
consent at any time and discontinue participation at any time without penalty or loss of
benefits to which you are otherwise entitled, that you will receive a copy of this form, and
that you are not waiving any legal claims, rights or remedies.
You will be offered a copy of this signed form to keep.
Signature

Date
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APPENDIX B. INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
1. How would you describe your religious identification or faith tradition? What role
does this identification play in your life at large?
2. How is your college life affected by the fact that you practice a religion other than
Christianity?
3. Can you describe a time when you experienced bias or discrimination related to
your religious identification or views?
4. How have your academics (course material, grades, absences, and professor's
view of you) been affected by your religious beliefs and/or practices?
5. In what ways does the school honor or support/not honor or support your religious
identification and related practice?
6. Do you feel uncomfortable being involved in an organization founded on
Christian ideals? If so, how?
7. Do you have access to a place of worship (where you feel comfortable and
welcomed) within a reasonable distance from your institution? How does the
location affect your spiritual life and growth?
8. What experiences related to how you identify in terms of religious belief and
practice should I know about that are not addressed by my questions?
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